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Incipient Slip Sensing for Improved Grasping in
Robot Assisted Surgery

Ian Waters, Lefan Wang, Dominic Jones, Ali Alazmani, and Peter Culmer

Abstract— The limited grasping control available in Robot Assisted Surgery is considered a significant limitation of the
technology. Traditionally the integration of haptic feedback has been proposed to resolve this issue but has found limited
adoption. Here we investigate an alternate approach based on the concept of detecting localised slips caused by the
intrinsic elastic properties of soft tissues. This method allows for the early detection of slip so that mitigating actions can
be taken before gross slip can occur, allowing the grasper to minimise the force required to maintain stable grasp control.
In this paper we detail the design of a sensor developed to detect incipient slip by monitoring the relative difference in
tissue movement at the front and back of the grasper, caused by tissue slip. We then demonstrate the sensor’s efficacy
for the early detection of slip, as well as its ability to automate grasping under representative surgical conditions, with
the automated case providing comparable performance to one which uses the maximum allowable grasp force. This work
provides evidence that the slip detection methodology developed is consistently able to detect incipient slip before macro
slip occurs, thus offering a strong basis for its use in automating surgical grasping tasks to avoid tissue trauma and slip.

Index Terms— Medical, Surgical Robotics: Laparoscopy, Grasping, Slip sensor

I. INTRODUCTION

R
OBOTIC surgical devices have helped advance Mini-

mally Invasive Surgery (MIS), with the introduction of

3D vision, tremor removal, and improved dexterity all con-

tributing to improved surgical outcomes [1]. However the lack

of haptic feedback is still highlighted as a major limitation of

the technology [1], [2]. Robotic surgical devices mechanically

separate the surgeon and patient, completely denuding the

surgeon of their sense of touch, which is already significantly

limited by the tools used in MIS procedures. This can lead to

multiple issues including the over application of force, limited

grasp control, tissue slip, and an inability to palpate tissue to

identify abnormalities [3]–[5].

The use of haptic feedback during tissue grasping tasks has

been demonstrated to reduce tissue trauma caused by crushing

due to excessive grasping forces [6]–[8]. However it also

increases the cognitive load on the surgeon, which could result

in surgical errors [9], and there is a paucity of knowledge on its

ability to prevent adverse slip events, which can delay surgery

or lead to further complications [4]. We believe a more direct

method of controlling the grasping force, whilst maintaining

grip security, would be through slip monitoring and detection.
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Fig. 1. Concept of the slip sensor’s mechanical operation; the grasper
face is separated into movable islands that can be tracked to detect the
difference in slip between the front and rear of the grasper (The scale
indicates the relative displacement of the colours used in the diagram).

If it is possible to detect the point in time when tissue starts

to slip, then the gripping force can be adjusted to use the

minimum force required to maintain stable control, reducing

tissue trauma as well as the occurrence of slip events during

surgery. This method of control also opens up the possibility

for automation of grasping, allowing the surgeon to focus on

more critical tasks [10].

Several notable examples of surgical graspers designed to

detect slip have been reported. Khadem et al. [11] created a

system that automatically adjusts the clamping load based on

the applied retraction force, aiming to remain within a prede-

fined safe grasping zone, however this requires prior knowl-

edge of the slip behaviour of the grasped tissue. Burkhard et
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al. [12] developed a method that aims to directly detect slip

events, this uses a thermal sensing technology that monitors

changes in heat flux through the tissue as it slips. This was able

to detect slip after less than 2mm of gross tissue displacement

in trials on porcine tissue. Jones et al. [13] developed a force

based slip sensor, using a two axis soft inductive tactile sensor

(SITS) to detect when the coefficient of friction first peaks

during tissue retraction to indicate when slip has occurred.

The common feature of the latter two approaches is that they

aim to identify the time at which macro slip occurs, which

requires the whole tissue contact area to be slipping before

mitigating action can be taken, therefore risking a loss of grip

stability. One possible solution to this is to focus on exploiting

and sensing the occurrence of incipient slips.

Incipient slips are localised slips that occur prior to the onset

of macro slip [14]. In incipient slip the total shear force is

less than the total frictional force, but in localised areas of the

surface contact the local shear force exceeds the local friction,

causing small localised movements at the surface while the

remainder of the contact remains static [14]. As more shear

force is applied the number of incipient slip sites will increase,

when the total shear force exceeds the total frictional force

the entirety of the contact will begin to slip, otherwise termed

macro slip [14].

The phenomenon of incipient slip helps human fingers

detect slip before macro slips can occur [15], and has already

been utilised by the wider robotics community to improve

grasping [16], but currently has seen limited use in the field of

surgical manipulation, or the grasping of deformable materials.

Stoll and Dupont [17] looked to monitor changes in tissue

stiffness as an indicator of incipient slip, but the method only

measured global rather than local shear forces, and so would

provide minimal time for mitigating actions to be taken.

The majority of incipient slip sensors developed by the

wider robotics community use curved finger like surfaces to

encourage incipient slip [16], [18], [19]. This curved surface

results in a variation in the normal force across the surface,

creating areas of high and low friction which lead to slips

occurring preferentially towards the edge of the contact, where

the normal force is low [16]. Despite using similar methods to

encourage incipient slip a range of different sensing methods

and modalities are used to detect it (e.g. vibration, shear force,

normal force distribution and optical tracking), for a detailed

summary of these see the review by Chen et al. [16]. We have

previously produced an incipient slip sensor, for use with soft

tissues, that utilises the variation of the normal force to induce

predictable incipient slip events, which were monitored using

a localised measurement system [20].

Our aim is to develop and evaluate an instrumented grasper

face for detecting incipient slips before macro slip occurs. In

section II we present the sensing concept and detailed design

of the sensor system, before evaluating its efficacy over a range

of operating conditions in Section III. A case study is then

presented in Section IV to demonstrate the concept’s feasibility

for use in grasping automation. This work can then form the

basis for a grasping system capable of automating grasping and

force control within surgery, through the detection of incipient

slip events.

II. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

A. Concept

The concept underpinning this work aims to exploit the

deformable nature of soft tissue to create detectable levels of

incipient slip. Although the majority of incipient slip sensors

utilise variations in normal force to encourage incipient slip,

they are generally attempting to grasp rigid objects [16],

whereas many tissues in the human body are typically compli-

ant and highly deformable. Therefore as tissue is retracted by

a surgical grasper it stretches, creating a tensile force which

is resisted by the friction at the grasper face. When the tensile

shear force exceeds the frictional force the tissue at the front of

the grasper will start to slip, allowing it to stretch and deform,

causing the tensile force to then propagate along the grasper

face to the adjacent section of tissue [21]. This leads to a

propagation of slip, followed by tissue deformation, along the

grasper face, resulting in a difference in the relative tissue

displacement at the front and rear of the grasper (Fig. 1).

Our concept is based on monitoring the difference in local

tissue displacement that occurs between the front and rear

of the grasper, created by the propagation of slip along its

length. To achieve this the grasper’s surface is separated into

multiple sections or ’islands’ that can move independently of

each other, similar to those we utilised previously [20]. As the

tissue is retracted the tensile force applied to the front island

causes it to move forward with the tissue, until the shear force

acting between the tissue and island exceeds the frictional

force, at which point the island’s displacement will halt as the

tissue slips. The tension will then propagate through to the next

island, as the front island is no longer maintaining a secure

grip, resulting in the occurrence of displacement and then slip

at each subsequent island (Fig 1). Consequently by tracking

the displacement of the islands it is possible to detect when

the tissue first slips against the front island, whilst the other

islands maintain a stable control of the tissue. The novelty

of this sensor system is the way in which it harnesses the

deformation inherent in soft tissues to create measurable levels

of incipient slip, which can be detected before the onset of

macro slip.

B. System Design and Fabrication

A scaled demonstration of a surgical grasper (Fig. 2) was

developed to evaluate this concept. This consists of three

islands distributed along the length of the grasper that can

move independently of each other, with sensors positioned

beneath the front and rear island to track their displacement.

Each island consists of a 3D printed rigid gripping surface

(Rigid 4000 Resin, Formlabs), with a 1 mm layer of silicone

elastomer (Ecoflex 00-30, Smooth-on) underneath to allow

them to move freely. The grasper was scaled up from a stan-

dard surgical grasper to allow for improved characterisation

and analysis of incipient slip, and its associated mechanics.

A regular hexagonal pattern (0.75 mm height, width and

separation) was applied to the surface of the grasper as this

provides isometric frictional properties, which can easily be

varied through altering the pattern density [21], [22].
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Illustration of principal of operation of SITS sensors.

To monitor the relative displacement of the islands tri-axis

SITS sensors were selected due to their thin form factor,

and the ability to tune their resolution to suite the desired

application [23], [24]. These utilise the eddy current effect

to detect the movement of a conductive target over a set of

sensing coils. Eddy currents are induced within the conductive

target by an alternating current passing through the coils, in

turn this produces a magnetic field which opposes the original

field of the coils, causing a change in their inductance (Fig.2).

The variation of this inductance across a set of four coils can

then be used to determine the position and movement of the

target above them [23].

The SITS sensors utilised consisted of four 5mm square

coils each consisting of 3 layers of coils with a 0.1 mm pitch,

a 0.1 mm trace width, with 10 turns per layer, whilst a copper

disc (8 mm diameter × 0.8mm) embedded in the base of

the rigid gripping surface was used as the conductive target.

A 0.15 mm layer of PET film was placed above the coils

to protect them from any fluid ingress (Fig. 2). To measure

their change in inductance a four channel inductance to digital

converter chip was used (LDC1614, Texas Instruments). For

more information on the design and operation of these sensors

see [23], [24]. The sensors were monitored and controlled

via a microcontroller (Teensy 3.6, PJRC) using the I2C serial

protocol.

C. Data Processing

To calibrate the SITS sensors a multi axis sensor calibration

rig was employed [24], this moves the conductive target over

each set of four coils using three linear stages, monitoring
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Fig. 3. Example trace showing the displacement of the front and rear
senor islands, as well as the change in the separation between the two.
Test conditions: Mat A, 20 N clamp load, and 2 mm/s retraction speed.

its displacement in x,y and z via a set of encoders. A 3D

scanning operation was carried out with z stepped in 0.2 mm

increments from z=-0.6:1.2 mm, and a grid scan conducted

between y=-3:3 mm and x=-1:1 mm at each z level, where

{0,0,0} represents the position of the target in its unloaded

’neutral’ position.

A neural network was implemented to determine the sensor

displacement (D) from the inductance values (I) of the four

coils,

Dx,y,z = f(I1,2,3,4) (1)

using the Matlab neural net fitting toolbox (Matlab, Math-

works). The neural net consisted of a two-layer feed forward

neural network with 15 neurons in the hidden layer, with

the Tanh function used as the activation function, and the

Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation algorithm as the train-

ing method, these were selected based on prior research [24].

Validation of this model against a separate data set showed a

high correlation with the output of the neural net, with root

mean squared errors of 0.043 mm, 0.050 mm and 0.064 mm,

in x, y and z respectively.

D. Slip Detection

In the context of this paper incipient slip refers to the

condition when at least one of the islands is found to be

slipping against the tissue, while the remaining islands retain

a stable grip. With the current sensor design the whole of the

island’s contact area must be slipping against the tissue for

slip to be detectable at that island. During retraction this will

always occur at the front islands first due to the way shear

forces, and the resultant slip, propagate from the front to rear

of the grasper, as detailed in Section II-A.

To be able to identify the time at which incipient slip starts

to occur at the front sensor an algorithm was developed using

initial trial data (See Fig. 5), an example trace is shown in

Figure 3. This algorithm was focused on detecting slip during

grasper retraction as this is considered the most challenging

case, when tissue is most likely to slip during surgery due to

the higher shear forces being applied.

From Figure 3 it can be observed that an incipient slip event

occurs at the front island around the 4 second mark, indicated
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by the plateauing of the displacement, suggesting the island

is no longer moving with the retracting tissue. As the front

sensor begins to slip the rear sensor then starts to take up

tension, indicated by its rapid increase in displacement after

the incipient slip event occurs at the front island, as the tension,

deformation, and slip propagate from the front to the back of

the grasper.

By calculating the change in the separation between the

front and rear islands, as shown in Figure 3, a clear peak

appears when the front island starts to slip against the tissue.

This peak occurs because as the front island starts to slip, the

rear islands start to take up tension (due to the slip propagation

along the grasper), thus reducing the separation between the

front and rear islands after this point. To automatically identify

the time at which this peak occurs, and therefore incipient slip,

the differential of the change in separation between the two

sensors was defined as,

S =
d(∆yFront −∆yRear)

dt
(2)

where S is the rate of change in separation, and y is

the displacement in the direction of shear of the front and

rear sensors. A third order Butterworth filter with a cut off

frequency of 5 Hz was then applied to attenuate noise. When

the mean value of the rate of change of separation measured

over a 0.1 s period first becomes less than 0, indicating a

peak, incipient slip of the front island is considered to have

occurred, where t = n is the current time. This algorithm was

developed at a sample rate of 100 Hz.

[S]
t=n

t=n−0.1
< 0 (3)

III. SYSTEM EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of the sensor to identify

incipient slip prior to macro slip a test rig was developed,

this simulates the clamping and retraction of tissue under

representative surgical conditions. A typical test involved

clamping the tissue between the sensored grasper face and a

flat surface, at a constant fixed load, before retracting the tissue

in a direction parallel to the grasper face along its length for

30 mm, to ensure that the tissue enters the macro slip regime.

A. Experimental Set up and Analysis

An adaption of the test rig from [21] was used to create a

controlled simulation of surgical grasping and retraction (Fig.

4). This consists of a linear load tester (Instron 5940, Instron)

for tissue retraction, and a pneumatic piston (MGPM20TF-

75Z, SMC) & (ITV1030,SMC) regulator to simulate grasping

under a constant load. The retraction distance and global

shear force were logged via the linear load tester, whilst the

SITS sensors were monitored via the microcontroller. All data

logging and control was managed and synchronised between

the linear load tester and the microcontroller using a real-

time embedded control board (MyRIO, National Instruments),

with a sample rate of 100 Hz. Tissue simulants were clamped

against a clear acrylic plate with a camera (AVE2, Instron)

positioned behind it, this captured images at a rate of 50 Hz

Pneumatic
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Pneumatic gripper
(Linear stage)

Acrylic sheet

Camera
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Face
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F
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Fig. 4. Model of the testing setup used for simulating the clamping and
retraction of tissue.

for use in tracking the displacement of the tissue simulant

through Digital Image Correlation (DIC).

B. Data Analysis

The time macro slip occurs can be identified by monitoring

when the global shear force acting on the tissue starts to

plateau, as this indicates the tissue is fully slipping against

the grasper, preventing further increases in the tensile force of

the tissue. To calculate the time of macro slip the differential

of the global shear force (FS), measured by the linear load

tester, was used to identify when the shear force starts to level

off.
[

dFS

dt

]t=n

t=n−0.1

< 0.025Vs, (4)

When the rate of change of force, averaged over the previous

0.1 s, is less than 0.025 times the retraction speed (Vs), macro

slip is indicated to have occurred.

The time difference between the point of macro slip and the

point that incipient slip is detected was then calculated, this

gives an indication of the available time to take mitigating

action, termed the mitigation time (Fig. 3).

For validation of the actual magnitude of displacement and

slip that is occurring between the tissue simulant and grasper

face, the displacement of the tissue simulant was tracked using

images from the camera and DIC software (GOM Correlate,

GOM). The average displacement of the tissue grasped by the

the front, central, and rear grasper islands during the initial

clamping action was tracked throughout the retraction, in the

direction of shear.

C. Experimental Parameters

To analyse the sensor characteristics a set of operating

parameters were defined based on those use in typical surgical

practice. The major variables identified were the clamping

force, retraction speed, and material stiffness.

A clamping force range of 10-30 N was selected as this

approximates the applied pressure range of a standard surgical

grasper [25], [26], and a retraction speed range of 1-5 mm/s

was used, based on standard laparoscopic retraction speeds for

tissue manipulation and grasper retraction [27].

Due to the inherent variability with using biological tissue

samples a range of tissue simulants were developed to vary the
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Fig. 5. Graphs showing average sensor displacement, with the shaded area representing the standard deviation. The vertical dotted lines indicates
the time incipient slip occurs, while the solid vertical line indicates the time of macro slip, the shaded areas around each show range of slip
times/displacements. a) Sensor displacement vs time for changes in force and material stiffness at a retraction speed of 2 mm/s. b) Sensor
displacement vs linear stage displacement (retraction distance) for variations in retractions speed for Mat A under a 20 N clamping load.

material stiffness in a more repeatable manner. Three different

tissue simulants were created that mimic the tensile properties

of liver tissue [28]. The simulants consist of 3 layers of

silicone elastomer (Ecoflex 00-30, Smooth-on) with different

fabrics sandwiched between each layer of silicone to vary the

elastic modulus (E), whilst maintaining similar frictional and

compressive properties. Material A (Mat A - E = 241 kPa) and

B (Mat B - E = 320 kPa) used 2 & 4 layers of a lightweight

netted spandex respectively, whilst Material C (Mat C - E =

610 kPa) used 2 layers of a higher density woven spandex.

These simulants were fabricated using the silicone applicator

from [29] to form a 3 mm thick sample, with the fabric layers

placed 0.3 mm below each surface, these were then laser cut

into 20 mm x 100 mm strips. To allow tissue displacements to

be tracked using DIC a speckle pattern was applied to one side

using enamel spray paint, with a very thin 0.05 mm layer of
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viation. (a) Variation of force and material stiffness at 2 mm/s retraction
speed. (b) Variation of speed and material stiffness at 20 N clamp load.

silicone applied on top to prevent delamination of the pattern.

A layer of surfactant lubricant was applied to the surface

of the simulants before each test, simulating the serous fluid

that coats most organs [30]. To calculate the elastic modulus

of the three different simulants ATSM D412 Type C tensile

specimens were evaluated on a linear load tester.

D. Results

Figure 5 (a) provides a summary of the average displace-

ment measured by the sensors under the front and rear islands,

for variations in the material stiffness and clamping force.

Early signs of incipient slip are identifiable in the majority

of cases, indicated by the plateauing of the front sensor’s

displacement, followed by a rapid increase in the displacement

of the rear sensor island. The exception to this is the 10 N load

case for the high stiffness material, Mat C, where both front

and rear take up tension and then slip almost simultaneously.

The results for the influence of varying retraction speed on

sensor displacements are shown in Figure 5 (b), these are plot-

ted against the displacement of the linear stage to normalise the

x axis scale for the different retraction speeds. In all test cases

the front island clearly slips before the rear island, allowing

for reliable early detection of incipient slip. Despite large

variations in the retraction speed, the retraction distance at

which incipient and macro slip occur shows minimal change.

A summary of the effects of the clamp force, material

stiffness and retraction speed on the available mitigation time

are provided in Figure 6. In all cases where incipient slip is

reliably detected there is at least a 1.3 s gap between incipient

slip detection and the occurrence of macro slip. Retraction

speed was found to be inversely proportional to the mitigation

time, with a doubling of retraction speed resulting in a 55%

reduction in the available time. The variation in force appeared

to have no significant effect on mitigation time (once incipient

slip was detectable) for Mat A & C, however, for Mat B

increases in clamp load resulted in significant increases in

mitigation time. Material stiffness had the most significant

effect on mitigation time, comparing Mat A and Mat C (to

exclude influence of force in Mat B), a 2.5 times increase in

the material stiffness from Mat A to Mat C results in a 73%

reduction in the available mitigation time for the 20 N load

case and a 71% reduction in the 30 N case.

The tissue displacement characteristics measured using the

DIC system are presented in Figure 7. These show how the
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average tissue displacement under the islands varies over time

for both Mat A and Mat C. Data is shown from the start of

retraction until macro slip has occurred. In addition, the spatial

displacement distribution across the grasper face at key time

points is shown as a series of colour maps.

During the early stages of retraction there is a gradual

increase in tissue displacement at the front of the grasper,

whilst towards the rear the tissue motion is significantly lower.

As the retraction progresses, slip propagates along the length

of the grasper, leading to increases in the magnitude and rate

of tissue displacement under successive grasper islands. This

continues until the point of macro slip, when the full contact

area of the grasper begins to slip, after which all three islands

move at the speed of retraction. For the low stiffness material

(Mat A) this process of slip propagation is gradual, with the

front tissue showing significant displacement (and so slip)

before movement is observed at the rear of the grasper. The

stiffer tissue (Mat C) displays more rapid slip propagation,

with tissue displacement evident at the rear of the grasper

by the time that incipient slip is detected at the front island.

Comparing these responses at the point of incipient slip, the

tissue at the rear of the grasper has moved 0.12 mm and

0.60 mm for Mat A and C respectively, whilst the front had

displaced 1.05 mm (Mat A) and 1.46 mm (Mat C), clearly

highlighting how a slip differential develops along the length

of the grasper face during retraction.

IV. CASE STUDY: AUTOMATION

To investigate the efficacy of using the presented incipient

slip detection technique for automating grasping a case study

was conducted. A simple algorithm was created that applies

an initial clamping load of 10 N, and then scans for incipient

slip event using the algorithm detailed in Section II. When

incipient slip is detected the clamp force is increased by 5

N, the system then pauses for 1 s to allow the clamp force

to be applied, and then starts the scan operation again, it

carries on stepping the force up to a maximum of 30 N. The

maximum and minimum force used were based on those from

the previous set of tests, while the 5 N step was selected

to ensure that propagation of the slip front is prevented by

the step increase, whilst still providing a range of graduations

between the maximum and minimum force.
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Fig. 8. Variation in shear and clamp loads for automated and fixed load
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for each case. Mat A with a 1 mm/s retraction speed.

The analysis was carried out with a retraction speed of

1 mm/s using Mat A as the tissue simulant. These parame-

ters were selected as they provide a large time window for

mitigating action to be taken, and allow for a consistent and

repeatable detection of incipient slip, events even at low forces,

providing optimal conditions for successful slip detection and

mitigation. To assess the capability of the automated slip

mitigation system it was compared to a case in which a fixed

30 N clamping load was applied throughout the retraction,

to evaluate its performance against the maximum clamp load

scenario.

The variation in shear force over time in the automated

and 30 N load cases show a strong correlation with each

other, despite the large differences in the clamping load

being applied throughout the retraction (Fig. 8). Both control

methods also produced a similar time to macro slip, with a

time of 27.90±0.1 s for the automated case and 29.26±0.24

s for the constant 30 N load case. They also required similar

shear loads to induce macro slip, with peak loads of 9.64±0.15

N and 8.84±0.21 N, for the automated and constant 30 N load

cases respectively.

To provide an indicator of the potential for tissue damage to

occur, as a result of grasping, the applied impulse was calcu-

lated, as both the magnitude of force and the time over which

it is applied have an influence on the level of tissue trauma

observed [31]. The impulse was calculated by integrating the

clamp force over time up to the point of macro slip. The 30 N

load case exhibited an average impulse of 879.18±7.46 N.s,

while the automated control method exhibited approximately

23% less impulse at 677.8±3.5 N.s.

The results for the tissue displacement observed using DIC

(Fig. 9(a)) indicate that there is more tissue displacement at

the front of the grasper in the automated case, as the tissue

slips against the sensor, with up to 1.5 mm more displacement

than in the fixed 30 N load case. However, the displacements of

the central and rear islands maintain a much higher correlation

between the two control methods throughout the full retraction.

Some of the additional displacement observed at the front is

the result of tissue compression during the step changes in

clamp load, rather than the tissue slip, this is indicated by the

step change in displacement at the points that the step change

in clamp load occurs (Fig. 9(a)). The colour maps in Figure
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9(b) show a similar pattern, with the tissue slip and subsequent

displacement propagating slightly faster in the automated test

case.

V. DISCUSSION

This work demonstrates that by utilising the deformable

nature of the grasped material, it is possible to reliably

encourage detectable levels of preferential incipient slip in

deformable materials, that are similar to biological tissue.

The grasper and sensor system developed were able to sense

the onset and progression of incipient slip under a range

of representative surgical conditions, with a sufficient time

window for mitigating actions to be implemented before macro

slip occurs.

The sensor technology and associated slip detection algo-

rithm showed high reliability when grasping lower stiffness

materials (Mat A & B), accurately identifying when incipient

slip occurs at the front island, across the full range of clamp

forces (Fig. 5). For the high stiffness material (Mat C) the

system was able to detect incipient slip consistently in the

higher clamp load cases, however for the 10 N case the algo-

rithm produced a false positive, indicating incipient slip had

occurred after approximately 1 s, even though displacement

of the front sensor had not started to plateau. In this case

the front and rear sensor take up tension and then slip almost

simultaneously, rather than the gradual propagation from the

front to rear of the grasper observed in the other cases. This is
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because the tissue behaviour tends towards rigid body motion

as the stiffness increases, so slip propagates more rapidly

from the front to rear, acting on each sensor island almost

simultaneously. Similar behaviour can also be observed for

the high stiffness 20 N & 30 N load cases, where there is

significantly less delay between the front and rear islands

taking up tension compared to the lower stiffness materials,

however the slip prorogation is still slow enough for incipient

slip to be reliably detected (Fig 5).

Despite low forces making the detection of incipient slip

challenging, once it becomes possible to detect incipient slip,

further increases in clamp load didn’t significantly affect the

available mitigation time, for either Mat A or C (Fig. 6).

This is because the increase in clamping force delayed the

occurrence of both incipient and macro slip by a similar

amount, maintaining a similar mitigation time (Fig. 5). How-

ever Mat B appears to react differently to changes in clamp

load, with increases in force providing progressive increases

in the available mitigation time (Fig. 6). The point at which

incipient slip is first detected increases by a similar magnitude

to Mat A for each step increase in clamp force, but the point of

macro slip is much more delayed (Fig. 5). Further investigation

is required to understand the cause of this behaviour.

Variations in the material stiffness also significantly affected

the available mitigation time. This was particularly evident

for the high stiffness material, Mat C, its increased stiffness

caused a significant decrease in the available time (Fig 6).

As stated earlier this is due to the transition towards more

rigid behaviour, with the slip propagating through the material

much quicker, significantly reducing the time at which macro

slip occurs, and resulting in minimal delay between slip at the

front and rear islands (Fig. 5).

The variation of retraction speed had minimal affect on the

ability of the system to detect incipient slip (Fig. 5), but a

significant effect on the available mitigation time (Fig. 6).

This is because variations in the retraction speed don’t affect

the shape or amplitude of the sensor displacement curves,

but instead scales them along the time axis, as shown when

plotting them against the linear stage displacement (Fig. 5).

The points of incipient and macro slip occur at approximately

the same linear displacement for all 3 retraction speeds, whilst

the mitigation time scales inversely with retraction speed, with

a doubling in retraction speed resulting in approximately half

the available mitigation time.

The displacement characteristics of the islands as measured

by the sensors (see Fig. 5) correlate with those measured by

the DIC system up to the point incipient slip is detected.

The absolute magnitude of displacement differs between the

measures because the DIC reports the average displacement

of the tissue under the whole island, whereas the sensor

movement is dependent on the tissue movement at the rear of

the island (the last contact point to slip).However, the overall

characteristics show agreement and support the premise on

which this technique is based, that tissue propagation occurs

progressively from the front to the rear of the grasper during

retraction.

The case study into the automation of the grasping action

further demonstrates the efficacy of the methodology and

system developed for the early detection of tissue slip, and

demonstrates that it could be an effective means of automating

the grasp control, and reducing the applied gripping force,

helping to reduce tissue trauma. The automated control system

was able to detect the occurrence of tissue slip at the front

island, and increased the clamp load to prevent it, limiting

the rate of slip propagation to a similar level observed for the

max load case (Fig. 9). This resulted in comparable grasping

performance, with similar times till macro slip, and similar

peak shear forces required to induce it, whilst reducing the

impulse and applied clamp forces during the earlier stages

of retraction (Fig 8), limiting the probability of tissue trauma

[31].

Several factors were identified within this laboratory-based

work that require further investigation, prior to translation into

surgical practice, since they may introduce uncertainties which

effect the performance of this technique:

• Size: the current prototype is scaled-up and would need

a 50-100% reduction in size to meet the size of typical

robotic surgical graspers. The magnitude of this scale

change is unlikely to impact on the incipient slip mechan-

ics between tissue and grasper which are central to this

sensor. However, it will be significantly more challenging

to construct an instrumented multi-island grasper face at

this scale, without recourse to alternative manufacturing

techniques, an area of ongoing research.

• Tissue properties: the incipient slip sensing method pre-

sented here does not require knowledge of the mechanical

properties of a grasped tissue to detect slip. However,

mechanical factors that effect the rate of slip propagation

across the grasper face will determine the sensitivity of

the system and its ability to act as a slip ’early-warning’

system. In addition, biological tissues exhibit significant

heterogeneity in comparison to the simulants presented

here. Accordingly, it will be important to evaluate a range

of biological tissues to determine appropriate operating

regimes in both mechanical terms (e.g. stiffness, lubrica-

tion regime, viscoelasticity) and the clinical focus (e.g.

tissue types).

• Surgical use: in this study, surgical grasping was sim-

plified as controlled uniaxial retraction between parallel

grasper faces. In reality, surgical manipulation is more

complex, involving additional lateral motion and rotation

of the grasper, together with pivoted ’scissor action’ jaws.

Determining the impact of these factors on slip-sensing

performance will require additional study focused on

grasper kinematics.

• Automation: in this study, the algorithm used to auto-

mate grasping operates in isolation. Translation towards

surgical use will require integration of these aspects into

the control scheme of the surgical robot. This has the

opportunity to enhance the slip detection and prevention

algorithm, by providing it with additional contextual

information from the robot system (e.g. grasper position,

speed, and visual cues). Ultimately, while the progression

of autonomy in surgical robotics must be pursued with

caution, enhanced grasping control has the potential to
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operate transparently to the surgeon, in a similar fashion

to anti-lock braking systems that are now a common and

invaluable feature of the modern car.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

In summary, the slip detection methodology, and associ-

ated sensing system, detailed in this paper are capable of

providing significant improvements in the early detection of

incipient slip when grasping deformable materials, well before

macro slip occurs. This allows for mitigating actions to be

taken automatically to prevent slip events, and maintain stable

control of the tissue, whilst reducing the applied grasping

forces. However, this method of slip detection is limited to

applications involving softer more deformable materials, as

higher stiffness materials produce less clear slip differentials

between the front and rear of the grasper, especially in low

force cases due to the high rate of slip propagation.

Further work is now required to fully understand the range

of biological tissues for which this method would be suitable.

In addition work is required on developing the sensing tech-

nology utilised to miniaturise it so that it can be suitably inte-

grated within a standard surgical grasper. However, this body

of work provides strong evidence that the developed sensing

methodology is capable of providing significant improvements

towards the automation of slip detection and force control in

surgical robotics, minimising the occurrence of tissue trauma

and adverse tissue slip events.
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